
THE INVENTION OF THE MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

An interesting forerunner to the movie camera was the machine invented by Francis Ronalds at the Kew Observatory in 

Most of the optical and mechanical elements of a movie camera are also present in the movie projector. They
built a stage out of wood planks and tar paper, with a roof that opened up to the sun. This made it possible to
film with the Aeroscope in difficult circumstances including from the air and for military purposes. While
drive-in showings of movies took place years earlier, Hollingshead was the first to patent the concept. Porter,
who directed the innovative Great Train Robbery in  These are then logged usually by a computer editing
system, but sometimes by hand and recorded along with audio timecode during editing. The roof of the Black
Maria lifted up so that sunlight could come into the black interior and the whole building revolved on a track
so it could follow the sun. The common film used for these cameras was termed Standard 8 , which was a strip
of 16 millimetre wide film which was only exposed down one half during shooting. A police wagon was
sometimes called a "black Maria" pronounced Ma-RI-uh. In the case of no better alternative, a handclap can
work if done clearly and properly, but often a quick tap on the microphone provided it is in frame for this
gesture is preferred. Whereas film equipment has undergone drastic changes throughout the course of history,
35mm film has remained the universally accepted film size. A good quality camera might come with a variety
of interchangeable, focusable lenses or possibly a single zoom lens. Short films were made there for ten years
until it was torn down around  Other inventors in different parts of the world made important discoveries as
well. Those who came after would return their discoveries to the realm of normal human vision and exploit
them for profit. This required a reduction in exposure time from the hour or so necessary for the pioneer
photographic processes to the one-hundredth and, ultimately, one-thousandth of a second achieved in  He
wanted to prove that when a horse ran, all four of its legs could be up in the air at once. Thought initially to be
of inferior quality to 35mm, 16mm cameras continued to be manufactured until the s by the likes of Bolex ,
Arri , and Aaton. Dickson, a member of his experimental staff who was also a photographer. A photosensitive
surface was drawn slowly past the aperture diaphragm of the camera by a clockwork mechanism to enable
continuous recording over a or hour period. Edison was one of many inventors in the United States and
Europe who were working on motion pictures and should be credited as the first to introduce a commercial
system. With advent of digital cameras, synchronization became a redundant term, as both visual and audio is
simultaneously captured electronically. Together these phenomena permit the succession of still frames on a
motion-picture film strip to represent continuous movement when projected at the proper speed traditionally
16 frames per second for silent films and 24 frames per second for sound films.


